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The View from the O-Line is an NFL narrative that has yet to be told, about men who game-in
and game-out take grueling physical punishment without the expectation of fame and media
attention. These are the men who make up the offensive line.Howard Mudd spent more than
forty years in the NFL, first as a player and later as a coach. His narrative anchors this work while
more than twenty contributors: current and former NFL players—including Nick Mangold, Jeff
Saturday, Frank Winters, and Jackie Slater—executives, and officials, add their richly told stories
that chronicle the biases faced and overcome by those in this intricate and underestimated
position, weaving together an admirable new image of the men playing the sport for reasons
beyond simple glory. Clever in craft and modest in spirit, these unheralded players wield the
power to make or break a game.Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Sports Publishing imprint,
are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in sports—books about
baseball, pro football, college football, pro and college basketball, hockey, or soccer, we have a
book about your sport or your team.Whether you are a New York Yankees fan or hail from Red
Sox nation; whether you are a die-hard Green Bay Packers or Dallas Cowboys fan; whether you
root for the Kentucky Wildcats, Louisville Cardinals, UCLA Bruins, or Kansas Jayhawks; whether
you route for the Boston Bruins, Toronto Maple Leafs, Montreal Canadiens, or Los Angeles
Kings; we have a book for you. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
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AmericaDedicationTo All the Mushrooms(Ask an O-lineman to explain it or read the
book)CONTENTSACKNOWLEDGMENTSFOREWORD BY DAN FOUTSFOREWORD BY
ANDY REIDINTRODUCTION1. Redrawn Plans2. Building Blocks3. Innermost Strength4.
Applying For a Job5. Chosen–or Not6. A Rookie But Once7. Mushroom Gardeners8. Pass
Blocking: To Take or Give Ground9. Displacing Bodies10. New Idea, Old Concept11. From the
Ground Up—Again12. Gridiron Chess13. Blocking in The Gray Zone14. The Sum of The
Parts15. Gold Standard16. The Other Guy Gets Paid Too17. What Really Matters18. Diamonds
and PearlsINDEXACKNOWLEDGMENTSLIFE IS A team sport, isn’t it? Sure, we all enjoy
solitary endeavors from time to time. But even those require other people, at least at some level,
don’t they? The reward in achieving something in cooperative effort with others is rich. Just ask
any offensive lineman.Football is the ultimate team sport. All eleven players must move in
concert for the play to succeed. Of those, the five offensive lineman, each carrying out an
assignment, must think and act as one. Each little thing they do matters. One false step, and all
eleven can fail. That is why football is an apt metaphor for so much else.Writing a book is no
different. The View from the O-Line would never have made it to print if not for a team devoted to
seeing it happen. Each member deserves special recognition.Naturally, it would not be the book
it is without the O-linemen who contributed, each adding his voice to the composite whole that
gives the reader a sense for an O-lineman’s heart and soul. Their stories about who they are and
what they do reinforce that the whole is indeed greater than the sum of its parts. To them, we
express our profound thanks for being a part of the book.We are exceptionally grateful to Bill
Polian for sharing insights from one of the finest minds that has ever been a part of the NFL. Also
to Bill Carollo for his reflections into the game from the perspective of having been one of the
league’s most respected referees. And to Jon Torine for his commentary as a strength and
conditioning coach, a position that in no small part serves as friend and confidant to offensive
linemen.There is our editor Ken Samelson. His talent as well as his command of the language
and written word brought out the best in us, and anyone working with him will become a better
writer. And while his reputation as an extraordinary fact checker preceded him, he proved to be



even better than we had imagined.Every organization, every team, every offensive line needs
exceptional leadership. We found it for our team in our agent, Sarah Younger at the Nancy Yost
Literary Agency. Her love for football and enthusiasm for this book fueled and inspired our
progress. Her genius became evident in editorial suggestions, which though subtly imparted,
had a profound effect in how the work evolved. She led us through the minefield by massaging
and coaxing the manuscript while convincing Sports Publishing’s Executive Editor Niels Aaboe
to take a chance on us. We are deeply indebted to her for embracing our work and her belief in it
and us.And while on the subject of our publisher, we thank Jacob Klein, Sports Publishing’s
Associate Publicist, for guidance toward how we let the world know about our book.***Special
Thanks from HowardI am grateful to Dick Lister, who came up with the idea to write about the
offensive line in the NFL, spanning many generations. He presented a concept to represent not
only what we do but who we are, with a backdrop of a bunch of guys sitting around comparing
thoughts and experiences about our craft.I’ve always wanted to write a book about what it’s like
to be in the NFL, so our partnership became a marriage of two ideals. I know most of the
contributors. Dick has portrayed all of us and our stories accurately. It’s humbling to read how
well he took our ramblings and made an interesting, but accurate representation of the way it
really was and is.We spent countless hours visiting about the book, as well as many more life
topics. He has become my friend and confidant. Thank you, Dick Lister.Special Thanks from
RichardI want to add my thanks to my daughter, Jessica Lucadamo, and son-in-law, Tony
Lucadamo, for being patient sounding boards for ideas as well as for their astute editorial
suggestions throughout the writing.And to my extraordinary wife, Vicky, my unending thanks not
just for being the treasured wife and friend she is, but for her heartening support. I’m certain were
I to announce I wanted to undertake even the most outlandish enterprise imaginable, she’d
somehow find a way to lend encouragement.Then there’s Howard. There is so much one could
say about him. It is impossible to amply summarize his career in a few paragraphs. It has been
documented in the book and elsewhere. And it is subject to confirmation by the many people
who know him, who have worked with him, and who have coached against him. But beyond that,
there has to be space to recognize the kind of person he is.If selflessness defines the offensive
lineman, Howard embodies it. The reason Howard has so many friends—as many or more
outside football as within—is because he cares about and is genuinely interested in others. And
it is that quality, among many more, that helped Howard become the great offensive guard and
O-line coach he has been. It wasn’t long after we began working on our book that he started
asking about me and my family. His acquired familiarity quickly led to a genuine interest in us.So
it is no surprise that though we started this journey as collaborators, we have evolved into a bond
of friendship. And that seems exactly right. After all, with offensive linemen it’s not about them.
It’s caring about those around them.FOREWORDby Dan Fouts“OKAY, FELLAS, WHAT’LL it be,
pasta or steak?” No, I wasn’t taking dinner orders, I was trying to motivate my offensive linemen.
You see, linemen are big guys and they love to eat and they really love to eat well. When I
quarterbacked the San Diego Chargers, back in the ‘80s, I used to take my offensive line out to



dinner the night before the game. And if we had won the previous week’s game I would pick up
the tab. If we had lost, they would treat me and pay for their own individual dinner. As you can
imagine, when the dinner was on me these behemoths would eat really well. From steak, to
Caesar salad, to shrimp cocktail, to dessert, and “to infinity and beyond.” Conversely, when the
tab was theirs, yep, the always-affordable pasta was the choice de jour. But, I was okay with that
because I considered it to be like life insurance—my life!Obviously, the better I was protected by
them the better our chances of winning were and the better my life and health would be. It turned
out to be a win-win situation because I loved those guys and really appreciated what they had to
go through and what sacrifices they had to make to keep my uniform clean.“Hey, guys, we’re
down by five and we’ve got eighty yards to go to win this thing. Give me eight plays and we’ll get
out of here.” Yeah, more motivation for the big guys because after eating, the second thing big
guys want to do is rest. The offensive lineman are generally the smartest guys on the team. You
can’t BS them. Tell them what’s expected and let them do their job, and let them get some water
and a seat on the bench.I was surrounded by my fabulous five: Billy Shields, Doug Wilkerson,
Donnie Macek, Ed White, and Russ Washington. They are as much responsible for my induction
into the Pro Football Hall of Fame as were my terrific receivers, John Jefferson, Charlie Joiner,
Wes Chandler, and Kellen Winslow and, of course, the architect of Air Coryell, our head coach,
Don Coryell. That offensive line was smart, tough, selfless, funny, loyal, trustworthy, reliable, and
together. These are all traits that I’m sure are shared by offensive lines throughout the NFL, past
and present.What you are about to read will take you into the mind-set of some of the greatest
offensive linemen in NFL history. And it is written by one of the game’s all-time greats, Howard
Mudd. I first met Howard when I was in high school in San Francisco. I was the 49ers ball boy
and Howard was on his way to an All-Pro career as right guard for the Niners. Years later, we
were reunited when he was named our offensive line coach with the Chargers. And what a
difference he made in the way our offensive line performed. Having been in the trenches, having
battled against the Fearsome Foursome, the Purple People Eaters, and the rest of the evil-
minded defensive lines of the NFL, and having been named to the All-Decade Team of the ‘60s,
you can only imagine the impact Howard had on our line and our team as a whole. To have a
coach who can instruct, demonstrate, empathize, sympathize, cajole, prod, and celebrate with is
a tremendous advantage. Howard Mudd was all of that to our team and many others. We all
benefited from his knowledge, teaching ability, and friendship.Have a steak on me, Howard.Dan
Fouts was a six-time Pro Bowl quarterback for the San Diego Chargers from 1973 to 1987, and
was enshrined in the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1993.FOREWORDby Andy ReidIF THE
OFFENSE’S nerve center is its quarterback, its heart is the offensive line. If the five men in front
don’t do their jobs, no one else is going to be able to do his. For many reasons, the game
doesn’t lend itself to familiarity with the O-line’s work as much as it does for those who handle
the ball. Those reasons vary from how we watch the game to how it is covered by traditional
media outlets.The View From the O-Line casts a light on the least understood and most
underappreciated players in the game. That light shines brightly through the character of the



men whose composite voices make up this book. And the leading voice belongs to one of the
game’s most intriguing and creative characters, Howard Mudd.I first met Howard in the late
1980s when I was the offensive line coach at the University of Missouri, and he coached the O-
line for the Kansas City Chiefs. Our paths crossed again and we became friends. I came to learn
what he had done and was doing for the game and the offensive lines he coached.When we met
I knew about the success he’d had in building offensive lines in Seattle and Cleveland. I could
see what he was doing with the Chiefs as his linemen and Christian Okoye formed a true
offensive force. When he went on to Indianapolis, the world and I watched as he coached
offensive lines that helped Peyton Manning become Peyton Manning.If there is one man you’d
want talking about the game on the offensive line it would be Howard Mudd. Not only have his
philosophies and innovations been important to the game—his devotion to zone blocking on
runs or the silent count as examples—his intellect and humor make him one of the most
informed and entertaining people to have worked in the National Football League. His
plainspoken nature means you’re not going to get fluff or sugarcoating from him. He always tells
you exactly what is on his mind.And while his 40 years as a coach color how he is regarded in
today’s NFL world, we can’t forget that Howard played the game at a very high level, recognized
as a member of the NFL 1960s All-Decade Team. He was a great right guard for some very
underrated San Francisco 49ers teams.Then there are the men whose voices complement
Howard’s. They are men—all distinguished; three are in the Pro Football Hall of Fame—who
played at various times over the decades, from the ’60s to the present. I coached two
contributors, Frank Winters with the Packers and Evan Mathis with the Eagles. I know firsthand
that fans will enjoy reading their reflections. And each of the others brings a perspective shaped
by their own experience.Each of these men allows the fan inside the minds of O-linemen past
and present, lending not only an historical view on how the position has evolved into one of the
game’s most complex, but providing a glimpse into the type of man who does essential work
without nearly the fanfare he deserves.The reader will see the technical challenges today’s
offensive lineman confronts and will come to a deeper appreciation for what it takes to play on
an NFL offensive line. The physical and mental toughness needed to stand in seventy snaps a
game. The intelligence to understand and react to the defense’s deception. The unselfishness to
know the best chance to be noticed is if something goes wrong.And with those contributors who
played for Howard, the reader will learn the challenges and rewards that came from the unique
way he coached as well as the kind of player he turned out. We thought so much of him in
Philadelphia, we coaxed him out of retirement in 2011 to coach our O-line. And Howard loves
coaching and football so much, he took us up on our request.Howard’s devotion to the game
and the men he has worked with is plainly evident in his book. It brings to life what makes
football the great game it is. That is the value of the team. And there are no team players in all of
sports that match offensive linemen.Andy Reid has been the head coach of the Kansas City
Chiefs since 2013. He coached the Philadelphia Eagles from 1999 to 2012 and previously
served for many years as an assistant for the Green Bay Packers and several college



teams.INTRODUCTIONHE IS IN the middle of America’s favorite spectator sport. But he might
as well be invisible.We don’t see him, even in plain sight. It’s impossible to watch everything
happening on a football field. So we follow the game’s object, the ball. But we lose an
opportunity to fully appreciate the five men at the heart of the game, the players making it
possible for others to be stars: the offensive line.You know Peyton Manning can play. You know
Aaron Rodgers can play. You know Adrian Peterson, Antonio Brown, and Rob Gronkowski can
play. But do you know if the right guard and right tackle are worth a shit?Most people don’t.
That’s understandable. Since offensive linemen don’t throw, catch, or carry the ball, we are the
least noticed men on the field. Especially in today’s game. Players who score are the ones
fantasy football fans fixate on. Linemen don’t score. But what would the ball handlers be without
an offensive line? No one is going to offer an O-lineman up in an argument over the greatest
football players in history. That is, unless I’m there.I’ve spent my adult life in the National Football
League as a player and a coach. I was an All-Pro and named to the NFL’s All-Decade team of
the 1960s as a right guard for the San Francisco 49ers. I coached offensive lines in the NFL for
38 years, including 12 with the Indianapolis Colts, where my job was to coach the guys who kept
Peyton Manning upright. The Pro Football Writers of America honored me as an inaugural
recipient of the Paul “Dr. Z” Zimmerman Award for lifetime achievement by an assistant coach.So
I can say with authority there are no players and no men in professional football like offensive
linemen. They are the game’s heart and soul. Football is the ultimate team game. And the
offensive lineman is its ultimate team player. If you really want to know what the game is about,
you should know what the offensive lineman does and the kind of man he is.In The View from
the O-Line, twenty offensive linemen, past and present, and I create a composite of the least
understood but most intriguing position in the game. Three of these colleagues are in the Pro
Football Hall of Fame. Several others should be. Some might well wind up there when their
careers are over. All have distinguished themselves as NFL offensive linemen and as proud
members of our fraternity.We belong to The Mushroom Society. When I joined the San Francisco
49ers in 1964, my teammate Monte Clark, an offensive tackle, explained that like mushrooms,
offensive linemen are kept in the dark and fed shit with the expectation that good things will
grow.What makes an ideal mushroom in the NFL world? Obviously, enough size, strength, and
mobility to block some of the biggest, quickest athletes on earth. But a 320-pound man
equipped with every physical gift a coach could want is useless without traits that are hard to
measure. While some might not want to admit it, offensive linemen are generally the least
athletic players on the field. But they are the players from whom you get the most from the least.
They have to have the intangible. It’s what sets them apart.I use words that mean something
different to everyone. Like character. For me that’s being able to pick yourself up after being
knocked on your ass.Or toughness. Not in the sense of how much punishment you’re giving out.
Rather, it’s how much punishment you can take under stress.There’s selflessness. O-linemen
are quite unlike their teammates who game announcers, ESPN, The NFL Network, newspapers,
and blogs talk about most often. He’s moved past playing for glory. He had to in order to see his



team succeed.He is a leader. The offensive line sets the tone for the entire team, whether in pre-
and in-season conditioning, during the game, or even off the field. It’s no coincidence that many
teams’ NFL Players Association representatives or officers in the association itself are or were
offensive linemen.And he’d better be smart. The stereotype that linemen are big and dumb is not
merely misplaced, it’s absurd. The offensive lineman’s job is much harder and more intellectually
challenging than what meets the eye. He isn’t some oversized, overfed slug just getting in
someone’s way. Next to the quarterback—in some instances, as much as the quarterback—he
has to be the most intelligent player on the field. He not only needs to know how to block—a very
exacting technical skill—he needs to see through the defense’s purposeful confusion to know
which man to block. And he has to do it fast while a maniac is trying to manhandle him.Why
should anyone care? Fans know the old saying: “Games are won and lost in the trenches.” It’s
cliché, but true. The fact is most people don’t really know what goes on in the trenches to make it
so. Football’s design requires eight or nine men to do jobs allowing one or two to move the ball.
The five offensive linemen whose sole job is earthmover and human shield had better not screw
it up. And fantasy football fans had better hope their point-scoring players have good lines
helping them. Otherwise, they’re going to lose too.I’ve seen the game change and have been a
part of some of those changes. Not everyone agrees with my philosophies. I don’t care. I believe
in my methods. They are effective. In fact, after this book I want to write one about my techniques
called Shit That I Know Works.The offensive line is my passion—even more than riding my
motorcycle, which is a close second. I still enjoy teaching at coaching clinics, and I was the line
coach in the 2015 East-West Shrine Game.I’d be happy to talk with you about any subject you’d
like. There is a lot about the world that fascinates me. But I can spend hours and days talking
about the offensive line. And that’s what I’m doing here, talking about my career and hearing
from other members our proud club.Some of these guys played in the ’60s and ’70s. They’ve
seen the game change. Those playing in the ’80s and ’90s were part of the bridge over which
the modern passing offenses came to be. Those playing today’s game confront challenges
those of us who played fifty years ago never thought about. But we share something.It’s the pride
in knowing our team can’t win without us. And it’s the brotherhood that comes with being part of
a team within the team.Football wouldn’t truly be football without us. We play an intricate game
within the game. And we’d love for the true fans to know what we are doing in the middle of every
play and the kind of man who is doing it.—Howard MuddMy own moment alone before the
Super Bowl. What a career it has been.Photo courtesy of the Indianapolis Colts.1Redrawn
PlansI don’t think there’s really anyone out there who chooses to play offensive line. It chooses
you.—RYAN DIEM, former Indianapolis Colts guard/tackleA YOUNG FOOTBALL player’s first
love is the quarterback. It’s the position he wants to play. I was no different. I was the QB when I
started out.But I wouldn’t change any of the 45 years I spent in the NFL as a right guard and
offensive line coach. There is something inspiring about playing the most selfless position in all
of sports.I was born the youngest of three children in Midland, Michigan in 1942 and grew up
there. I loved playing all sports as a kid. We’d play all the games down the street. But my mother



wanted us to have some culture. So she made me and my two sisters play a musical instrument.
I played the violin.We’d use my violin case as a backstop. It got beaten up. It was always in the
dirt at the playground down the street. You could actually see the wood where the cover had
been torn off. I was more interested in playing games than music.I wasn’t very good at baseball. I
struck out on a batting tee. The man in charge actually ran me out of Little League. But we’d play
other games at school. Football became my favorite.I was always a big kid. The game fit me
perfectly. In ninth grade everyone wanted to be the quarterback. I was one of the biggest kids on
the team, but I was cerebral. So they made me the quarterback.When we beat our crosstown
rivals, we won because I kept us out of the mud in the middle of the field. The paper’s headline
read, “Mudd in the Mud. Central Beats Northeast.”The next year I went to Midland High School.
They put me at linebacker and I played right away. The following year, they made me a tight end.
I caught a couple of passes. In fact I caught a touchdown pass in our league championship
game. But mostly I was a blocker.We had an offense where our big play was a toss sweep. We’d
pull the tackle to run outside to lead the back. We had a series of all-state tackles at my school.
In my senior year our coach, Bob Stoppert, asked me to move to tackle so I could lead the
sweep. I wouldn’t be catching the ball anymore. But I took on a new sense of pride.I felt honored
to carry on a tradition of great tackles. Their history motivated me. I quickly embraced my new
position. I was good at it. That made me want to work all the harder. I too made the all-state
team.But most players aren’t happy to land on the O-line. At least not at first. No one aspires to it.
Most boys want to throw, carry, or catch the ball. Or maybe they’re happy to intercept it or tackle
the man carrying it.But when have you ever heard a kid say, “Gee, I’d like to grow up to be a
blocker”?We’re not glamour boys. Watching the guys throwing, catching, and carrying the ball is
the easiest way to watch football. Nobody can follow what all twenty-two men are doing at once.
So we’re largely taken for granted. The protection is always going to be there, right? Until it
isn’t.I’ve coined a lot of aphorisms over the years. My players started calling them Muddisms.
One of my favorites is, “Offensive linemen are like the classic housewife; nobody notices them
until they fuck it up.”I suppose the saying is anachronistic. After all, there aren’t many 1950s and
1960s type housewives anymore. I guess I should really rethink how I put it. But the major
premise is still true. Nobody pays much attention to O-linemen as long as they’re not botching
things.Fantasy football has a lot to do with that. Fans are invested—emotionally and otherwise—
in players who score. In the absence of something extraordinary, linemen don’t. But your fantasy
receivers aren’t going to score points unless the quarterback has time to get them the ball. For
that matter, unless your fantasy receivers’ running back teammates can find room to carry the
ball, your receivers won’t be quite as good. Fantasy owners would do well to consider supporting
casts. Ask anyone who handles the ball how well they would do if their offensive line stunk.Kyle
Turley is an interesting study in contrasts. On the field he had a wild man’s look and demeanor.
His sometimes flowing, long hair and full-sleeve tattooed arms gave him the aura of an erstwhile
gladiator. He didn’t diminish that image when he tore the helmet off the Jets’ Damien Robinson,
who had done the same to Aaron Brooks, Turley’s quarterback with the Saints.KYLE TURLEY:



An impassioned player who learned to play offensive tackle with a defensive player’s
mentality.Photo by Michael Hebert, courtesy of the New Orleans Saints.But Turley’s off-field
persona is different. His hair is now closely cropped. He speaks in a softer voice than you’d
expect, out of keeping with his gametime ferocity. He studied art in college and is now a
professional musician. He is a vocal proponent for his forerunners in the game. He donated an
entire game check to Gridiron Greats, a fund for NFL veterans.He’s on the mark about fantasy’s
impact on recognition for the O-line.KYLE TURLEY, Right Guard, Right Tackle, New Orleans
Saints 1998–2002, St. Louis Rams 2003–04, Kansas City Chiefs 2006–07:“The fan base used to
be in better touch with their teams. They knew their lines. You had the Hogs with Washington. On
the Cardinals you had your [Conrad] Doblers and your [Dan] Dierdorfs. You didn’t mess with
those guys. And there were great offensive lines in Minnesota and in San Diego too.“Now you
have all these statistics. Fantasy football has, in my opinion, been the ultimate killer for why the
offensive line isn’t recognized like it used to be. Linemen aren’t involved in it. It’s all skill positions.
In the structure of fantasy football itself, you get the least loyal fan base.“Fans’ loyalties don’t lie
with their home team anymore. In fantasy football, teams lose their loyal fans. When I was a kid
growing up we had favorite teams. And on the day of the game, you were fighting for them. If
somebody said something about them, you’d defend them to the end.“Nowadays it’s like, ‘Oh
well, my team lost, but my fantasy team kicked ass.’ It’s a different game today. I think people
don’t pay attention to the linemen because they’re so distracted.”It’s usually not until someone
speaks positively about an O-lineman that his name becomes familiar. But unless you’re an
aficionado, it’s difficult to really know if a guy can play.Some “experts” might tell you which O-
linemen are playing well and which are not. But writers and analysts often have to resort to
asking a coach for an off-the-record assessment. Fans don’t have that access, so it’s really hard
for them to know is who or isn’t good.Ed White was a great O-lineman with an unusual pedigree.
He is in the College Football Hall of Fame. As a defensive tackle.But when the Minnesota
Vikings drafted him in 1968, their D-line was the Purple People Eaters. They needed him at right
guard. Though he wanted to play defensive tackle as a pro, he proved to be great on the other
side of the line.In a 17-year career with the Vikings and the San Diego Chargers, during which
he was an All-Pro, he played brilliantly.ED WHITE, Right Guard, Minnesota Vikings 1969–77,
San Diego Chargers 1978-85:“I don’t think the average person watches the game closely
enough to really see the offensive linemen down to down. Not a lot of people’s eyes go there,
including the people who run the cameras. They don’t spend time with the cameras on the
line.“At the end of the season, who votes for the All-Pros? I don’t know.“I’m not sure there are a
lot of people really watching who can say one guy is better than another guy. But I know it takes
a pretty well trained eye for someone to say, ‘Hey, that guy had a pretty good game.’ Not a lot of
people leave the stadium saying, ‘That offensive lineman had a hell of a game, didn’t he?’”If fate
marks him as an O-lineman, there’s no way he’s going to play a “skill position”—a label
conventional thinking has given to ball handlers with the inane assumption it doesn’t take skill to
play on the offensive line. The coach eases him to center, guard, or tackle, telling him that is



where he will flourish and help the team most. And often that’s just bullshit to assuage being
moved to the team’s most inglorious position. He sees his dreams fading. But something better
awaits.He discovers his true calling. He realizes he’s good. He devotes himself to his new job. He
discovers intricacy appealing to his intellect. He loves solving the defense’s puzzles as he sorts
out who will block whom. He embraces carrying the team on his back. His pride swells.But
before he sees that light, he may make a last-gasp effort to keep his aspirations alive.Defensive
linemen are wired differently. The O-lineman’s mission is to protect. The defensive lineman is
programmed to destroy. Maybe that makes him more rebellious.White was set on playing
defensive tackle when he enrolled in the University of California. He wasn’t happy when his
coaches told him about their change in plans. White didn’t take their suggestion lying down, at
least not figuratively.ED WHITE:“I had great hands. I still have great hands. In fact, the last thing
we’d do with the Chargers on Saturdays before our games, we’d work through the game plan
down to the goal line. The last play we always did was a little slant in or slant out that I’d run. Dan
[Fouts] would throw it as hard as he could to try to get me to drop the ball. And so that was
always our last play in practice for eight years. I loved that.“They tried to move me to offensive
line my sophomore year at Cal because they didn’t have any offensive linemen. I wasn’t real
happy about it. What made me unhappy was I was a better defensive player. The reason I went
to Cal was that I wanted to play for the defensive line coach, Bill Dutton. I was very instinctive. It
was the freeness of playing defense that I really looked forward to.“I was upset. I got up to about
300 or 310 pounds. My first game as an offensive lineman was against Washington State. It was
about 110 degrees. So in between series, I took off my helmet and I got underneath the bench in
the shade. By the end of the game the coaches were saying, ‘What in the hell?’“So they
punished me. It got me a demotion to messenger guard where I’d run in with the plays. My first
punishment game was against UCLA and their All-American defensive tackle John Richardson. I
was running in and out. It was horrible.“Well, the last game of the year was Stanford. All the
defensive linemen got hurt. I told them, ‘Hey, you don’t have any choice. You’ve gotta play me.’“I
made 13 unassisted tackles and was Pac-8 Lineman of the Week. So they left me on defense. I
went on to finish college as an All-American at defensive tackle.“The draft in 1969 was
excruciatingly long. I was told I was going to be drafted as a defensive lineman by the Packers.
They were drafting late in the first round. So I’m sitting there waiting and waiting. It was the
longest day of my life. Then I was picked in the second round. The Vikings picked me. They had
already decided they were going to move me to offense.“I was a little disappointed because their
defensive line coach was Jack Patera and they had the Purple People Eaters. But they needed
help on the offensive line. So it wasn’t a matter of something I wanted to do. It was a job
now.”Like White, Jackie Slater believed the defensive line to be his destiny. He tried the passive-
aggressive approach to register his displeasure at being uprooted. But he discovered how good
an O-lineman he was. Good enough to play 20 years in the NFL and land in the Pro Football Hall
of Fame.JACKIE SLATER: His move from defense to the offensive line put him on a path to the
Pro Football Hall of Fame after a great 20-year career.Photo by Jerry Coli, .JACKIE SLATER,



Right Tackle, Los Angeles Rams and St. Louis Rams, 1976–95:“I didn’t go into the game
because I liked it. I went into it because everybody wanted to know how come I wasn’t playing. I
was the biggest kid on the campus. Everybody was giving me a time about it. The coaches. The
players. My classmates. So I went out to get everybody off my back. If I didn’t like it I would just
quit. But at least I’d get these people off my back.“So I went out. I ended up liking it so well I kept
playing. My first year, eighth grade, I was a right guard. But I didn’t enjoy that as much as when
they let me play on the defensive side of the ball.“From there, in senior high school they put me
on the defensive line right away. It was the year before they integrated public schools in
Mississippi, so I went to an all-black school. As a tenth grader I started on a very good football
team as a defensive tackle. That’s where I thought I would make my mark. After integration I
played defensive tackle at Wingfield High School for two years and made All-Mississippi Big
Eight Conference.“Then Walter Payton comes to my house along with the head coach at
Jackson State to talk to me about playing football. The school was a five-minute walk from my
home. I figured they must really need defensive tackles over there. Well, as soon as I got to
Jackson State, I found out I was going to be an offensive lineman. I don’t know if it was because
someone was injured, but they told me right away that I was to go to the offensive meetings. And
I thought, ‘Well shoot, I’m a defensive lineman. I’m a run-stuffer and pass-rusher extraordinaire. I
can get after the quarterback. Surely they’ve made a mistake.’“I didn’t like it. I didn’t like it at all. I
tried to sabotage the efforts by not paying a lot of attention to the details of assignments and not
paying a lot of attention to the techniques. One of the things I didn’t like about the offensive line
was that I just felt they were always on the receiving end of the punishment.“But I started my first
three or four games as a freshman at offensive right tackle. Then an older guy who got healthy
started playing there, so they moved me to defensive tackle and defensive end. I played against
Grambling at defensive tackle in the middle of the year and made a lot of big plays. I started at
defensive end against Alcorn State, our big rival. I thought then maybe they’d realized they’d
made a mistake.“But as it turned out, I’d played a lot more on the offensive line. I made the All-
Freshman team in the conference. The next year I made All-Conference as a sophomore playing
offensive right tackle.“Then halfway through my junior year, they switched me over to play in front
of Gary ‘Big Hands’ Johnson, who went on to play in the NFL. He was averaging about three-
and-a-half sacks a game. He only had one assisted tackle that day. So they left me at left guard
for the rest of my junior year. My senior year I made All-American.”Tarik Glenn is a very bright,
philosophical, and introspective man who isn’t shy about telling you what’s on his mind. That’s
why rather than quietly stew over being moved from the defensive line, he let everyone know
how he felt.He played in three Pro Bowls and was our left tackle in Indianapolis when our 2006
team won the Super Bowl. There are no linemen I’ve coached whom I’ve loved more than Tarik.
There are some I have loved as much, though none more.But I could get so pissed at him for
being argumentative.He is an intellectual. He has the kind of mind looking for answers to
everything. There would be something in the game plan, and Tarik would stop the meeting to ask
me why. He’d argue if he wanted to change something. He’d want to argue in the meeting room.



I’d start hollering at him during a game, and we’d argue on the sideline about something that did
or didn’t happen.He picked up the nickname “Taristotle” for his unremitting questions and
because he always had something to say.His coaches at the University of California got to
experience some of that.TARIK GLENN, Left Tackle, Indianapolis Colts, 1997–2006:“Cal
recruited me as a defensive lineman in 1993. I played both offense and defense in high school,
and I was recruited for both positions. But I wanted the statistics and the glory and the sacks. So
I came in as a defensive lineman for two years.“There were injuries my freshman year, so I got
thrown into the fire early. I had a pretty decent year. Going into my sophomore year, I had a good
spring and was projected to get at least more playing time than I had the previous year. But then
they recruited a guy named Brandon Whiting who had successful college and pro careers. He
played at Philly for a while. He was a really good player. Because we played the same position, I
didn’t see the field much.“I think the reason, or a lot of it, was that our coach, Keith Gilbertson,
wanted me to play offensive line, and I didn’t want to play it. He was an offensive lineman at
Washington. I think his intention when I came to Cal was for me to play on offense.“I kind of
resisted for a while. I was struggling because I wasn’t playing and had a horrible sophomore
year. I felt the people playing in front of me were not better than me. I was bitter and ready to
transfer. And even though I grew up five or six miles away, the social environment at Cal was
very foreign to me. Not only were things not going well athletically, but it was hard to adjust to the
social life.“On top of that, they wanted me to do something I didn’t want to. I literally chose to
come to Cal because I didn’t want to play offensive line. If I would’ve wanted to play offensive
line, I could’ve gone to Washington or USC or somewhere where they were recruiting me to play
offensive line. I chose Cal because there was an opportunity for me to come right in and play
defensive line. And I knew I would be good at it if given the opportunity.“My defensive line coach,
Mike Waufle, who is a very successful coach in the NFL right now, came to me and told me he
could make me a really good defensive lineman, but I could be a great offensive lineman. And I
remember speaking to my high school coach in tears, telling him I hated the school and that I
wanted to transfer. He told me once I started understanding and learning the offensive line, I’d
really enjoy it.“So I decided to stay, and I made the transition going into my junior year. As soon
as I took that step, I realized there was strategy involved, and there was more than the
perception I’d always had that it was just standing in front of somebody or just running into them.
Once I made that adjustment, I realized the strategy, the preparation, and all the things that went
into being good at it. So I started really digging it very early on.”One look at Jeff Saturday in his
playing days and you’d see he didn’t have a classic O-lineman’s build. If you saw him walking
down the street today, you’d say, “You look like Jeff Saturday, but you’re kind of small.” He’s
dropped about 60 pounds.When coaches at the University of North Carolina moved him from
defense to offense, I have no doubt Jeff jumped without hesitation to get the chance to play. At
6'2'', his build might not have been classic. But he was strong. He played with intelligence and
technical excellence.He was so tenacious. He embodied leadership. He had all the character
and drive any coach could demand or want. He was the consummate self-made football player,



willing himself to greatness.JEFF SATURDAY, Center, Indianapolis Colts, 1999–2011, Green
Bay Packers, 2012:“In eighth grade I was playing fullback. I was the lead back, but I’d still get the
rock every now and again. We ran an offense where the guard pulled and the fullback led. We
ran a bunch of power.“Our starting guard got hurt. Our coach said since our guard who pulled
was down, and since I ran the best among everyone else, they could put me in as the trapper.
Somebody else could come in at fullback. So that was my quick move from running back to the
offensive line. It ended my dreams of being a star running back in the NFL.“I also played
defensive end. From my standpoint, I loved playing on that side of the ball. I loved to be able to
hit people. But as long as they let me pull, trap, and go hit folks that’s what I enjoyed doing. So I
embraced being on the offensive line, other than not being able to get the rock on third and one.
Everything else, I’d still do the same.“I actually signed with the Tar Heels as an interior defensive
lineman. At the time, I saw myself reenacting Lawrence Taylor’s career at North Carolina and
being a beast of a defensive player. That lasted about until I walked in and saw Marcus Jones,
Rick Terry, and Austin Robbins. All these guys would be high-round picks and would play in the
NFL for a number of years. They were studs. I looked like a boy amongst men.“I remember the
offensive line coach, Eddie Williamson, came over and told me I could sit and wait and try to
play defensive line, or I could come over and compete for a spot on the offensive line right away.
He said, ‘We’re making some changes. I’ve seen some film on you, and maybe we can get you
over here.’I told them wherever I could play the most and the earliest, that’s what I wanted to do.
So I moved to center, and the rest is history.”Though he couldn’t convince his high school coach
he had a better arm than the quarterback, Randy Cross ran a pretty good argument to keep
himself on the defensive line rather than at offensive guard. He thought he’d land on the D-line
when he went to UCLA.Maybe the coaches were keeping their plans for him close to their vests
while recruiting him. Perhaps they looked at him after he arrived and decided he should be a
blocker. Either way, they didn’t have much trouble flipping him. Putting him on the O-line proved
to be an excellent decision. He went on to lead the great San Francisco 49ers O-lines in the
1980s.RANDY CROSS, Center and Right Guard, San Francisco 49ers 1976–88:“I played mainly
baseball and basketball growing up, and not much football. My exposure to football was sandlot
and Thanksgiving Day games, and that kind of stuff. I was always a pretty good-sized kid, and I
could throw the ball better than everybody else. So I would be the quarterback. That’s where I
got my first delusion.“The first time I played organized football was ninth grade. I changed
schools. My dad wanted me to go to a private all-boys school that was a little more structured. I
insisted it was terrible. I didn’t know anybody. And I didn’t want to be a priest.“He said, ‘You want
to meet people? Go out for football.’ So I did.“I went out for quarterback. The coach watched me
play a little bit. He looked at me and said, ‘I think you’d be a little bit better with your hand on the
ground.’‘I could still throw better than any of the quarterbacks. But they moved me to defensive
end. I played on the offensive line a little my junior year and at the beginning of my senior year. I
was better on defense. I could run. In those days I was running the 40 in the 4.7s.“One of my
best friends was my backup on offense. I was going both ways. After our first game my senior



year, I went to the head coach. I told him, ‘Hey, I think I could play a lot better on defense if I
wasn’t getting tired from playing offense. My boy Keith [Keith Eck, who went on to UCLA and the
New York Giants] should be playing. He’s a lot better at it. I’ll just play defense.” So I played the
rest of the year only on defense. I was a D-tackle.“Then I got to UCLA. It was like one of those
recruiting secrets I tell everybody about. I thought I was going to be a defensive lineman. Then
they mentioned something about trying offense. Now suddenly I’m an offensive lineman.“In the
spring of my freshman year, Terry Donahue, who was my line coach, came up to me and asked if
I had ever snapped the football. I asked, “Why would I ever want to do that?” He said we’re going
to teach you how to snap the ball because we want you to play center as well as guard. I told him
I just wanted to play.“Then I learned how to long snap so I could be a long snapper for kicks.
They said, ‘Just remember we told you this. Years from now this is going to make you a lot of
extra money.’“Well, that proved to be total bullshit. I long snapped for all 13 years in the pros but
didn’t make a cent for it.”Unlike Cross, Nick Hardwick didn’t have to worry about a bait-and-
switch recruiter when he enrolled at Purdue. He wasn’t recruited at all. He had never played any
meaningful football.NICK HARDWICK, Center, San Diego Chargers 2004–14:“I tried to play
football my freshman year in high school. I was really a small kid. My freshman year I was 5'4''
and weighed 125 pounds. I was a tough kid, but I didn’t have the size. I don’t know if I even saw
the field once that year. Football didn’t look like much of an option. I decided to move into the
wrestling world through high school. That ended up being my only sport.“I went to college at
Purdue and could see big-time college football. Drew Brees was leading the team at the time.
They were really good during my freshman year. In my sophomore year they had a tremendous
year. They won the Big Ten championship and played in the Rose Bowl. It was so much fun at
school, I decided I wanted a better seat than the one I sat in fifty rows up. I wanted to be on the
sideline.NICK HARDWICK: He couldn’t have known that walking onto Purdue’s football team in
his junior academic year would lead to a stellar 11-year career as the San Diego Chargers’
center.Photo courtesy of the San Diego Chargers.“I was in the Marine Corps ROTC and had
grown to 230 pounds. One of my ROTC buddies showed me an ad in the school paper for walk-
on tryouts. I figured maybe if I was lucky I could possibly get onto the punt team, or maybe I
could be on the wedge for kickoff returns. I was kind of sizing myself up. I thought I’d fit in with the
linebackers.“I dive into everything I decide to do, so I gave it my best effort. My buddy and I
started training for a couple of months. Then we went to the tryouts. I got called back for the 6:00
a.m. workouts. It took everything I had to get through those.“They did put me with the
linebackers, but I’m not really sure why. Right away I knew those guys were much faster than I
was.“When I got to spring ball I was still with the linebackers. After the first day the coach asked,
‘Who told you were a linebacker?’ I said, ‘Nobody told me anything, coach. I’m just here.’ He
said, ‘You’re a D-lineman.’ So I moved to the defensive line and played there for a year. I was
expecting to get some playing time the following year.“The next year, they came to my dorm
room after the second day of training camp and told me they were moving me to offensive guard.
I told them I’d rather not. I didn’t know football that well, and had just learned the defensive tackle



position. I’d eaten my way up to 275 or 280 pounds and thought I was going to get some playing
time. But they said I could be starting from day one as a guard. So I thought heck, I’d give it a
try.“I knew I’d be good at it right away because I won the first one-on-one pass protection rep I’d
ever had. I thought I was onto something. The coaches and the others gave a big cheer.‘Well
shit. We’ve got our guard.’ That’s how I fell onto the offensive line.”Some guys can’t quite let go.
Though he has been an All-Pro and Pro Bowl guard, Evan Mathis clings to the notion he’s a
defensive lineman.EVAN MATHIS, Right Guard, Right Tackle, Carolina Panthers 2005–07,
Miami Dolphins 2008, Cincinnati Bengals 2008–10, Philadelphia Eagles 2011-14, Denver
Broncos 2015, Arizona Cardinals 2016-Present:“I grew up in a football family. My mom’s brother
Bob Baumhower played for the Dolphins. So I had a lot of exposure to football.“In twelfth grade I
played almost every snap both ways. I was very lean, about 6'5'' and 240 pounds. I saw myself
as a defensive lineman and wanted to play the defensive line. Right before my senior year I went
to a University of Alabama football camp. I put myself with the defensive line group. The
offensive line coach at the time at Alabama was a guy who had played with my uncle at
Alabama.“He said, ‘You. Come over here. You’re coming with me.’ He put me in the O-line
group.“Pretty much from that point forward, I was an offensive lineman who just wished he was a
defensive lineman. To this day, probably.“I kept trying to play defense. I still tell every single
coach I have, ‘Let me rush passer a few times. I guarantee you I’ll make something happen.’ Not
a single one of them believed me. When Cincinnati picked me up toward the end of 2008, I
called Marvin Lewis. I said, ‘Coach, I think I want to play defensive end.’ He laughed at me.“But
the athleticism that goes with someone who thinks they can play D-line made playing O-line
much easier for me.”If anyone should’ve been destined for the defensive line, you’d think it would
have been Kyle Long. After all, he is Hall of Fame defensive end Howie Long’s son and New
England Patriots defensive end Chris Long’s brother.In Kyle’s circuitous journey to the O-line and
the NFL he had to overcome more obstacles than most. He has incredible talent. But it took self-
discovery to find it.KYLE LONG, Right Guard, Right Tackle Chicago Bears 2013-Present:“My
earliest and fondest memories of football are from the backyard. Dad was the all-time
quarterback, of course. He wanted the ball in his hands. I was a big lumbering puppy dog, but I
could catch anything.“In private school, other kids’ parents would call to say I was intimidating. I
was the nicest kid in the world. But while the other kids played tag, I was by off by myself
shooting hoops.“Football was an opportunity to be physical. When I signed up for Pop Warner at
twelve or thirteen, the first thing they did was put a black stripe on my helmet because I was
above the weight limit by a large margin.“I was playing three technique. I ripped inside and took
the ball from the quarterback before he could hand it off and ran 60 yards for a touchdown. But
they called the touchdown back because I wasn’t allowed to touch the ball. That was the day I
decided if I can’t score or touch the ball then I’d had enough of football.“In baseball, I was left-
handed. I could throw the hell out of the ball. That’s what kept me confident as an athlete. It
wasn’t until I was sixteen and in high school that I said, ‘Dad, I’m ready to play football.’“He said,
‘It’s not for everybody.’“He never told me I wasn’t cut out for football. But in so many ways he did.



He’d say, ‘Your brother Chris is different. He’s just twisted. He loves this stuff.’“But I ended up
playing football my sophomore year. They lined me up at left tackle and defensive end. I told my
dad I wanted to play on the defensive line. He said, ‘You’re going to play on the O-line. You can
play longer.’“It was violent. I had never been able to experience being able to be dominant
physically without repercussions. I was clicking physically. I could run. I wanted to finish guys. It
was awesome. And you don’t have many choices when your dad is standing right behind you
every snap in practice.“I ended up really liking the offensive side of the ball. You never come off
the field. Also, you’re not just chasing the ball around. You have a specific assignment. And when
I have structure in my life, I’m a lot better than I would be just chasing the ball. As a simple guy
just starting out with no football IQ at all, I could turn to the guard and ask, ‘What in the hell are
we doing?’ He’d say, ‘We’re going to move this guy to him,’ and I’d say, ‘Okay.’“My little brother
was our quarterback my senior year. I think another reason I liked the O-line was my protective
instinct. He liked to yap. He’d be the guy standing behind me talking shit to the defensive line. I
felt like I needed to protect him. It was fun.“My sophomore year I must’ve had forty or so
scholarships lined up for football. But baseball was like my first girlfriend. I fell in love with it. In
football I knew immediately I was in the shadow of my older brother who had played in high
school and college in my hometown. And my father.“I always dealt with being called Howie’s boy.
And I thought I’d never be as good as my brother who was having immense success at the
University of Virginia. My one avenue out was baseball.“And to be honest, I didn’t know if I’d be
tough enough to play football. I never thought I was tough. I just thought I was big, strong, and
fast. I didn’t have the confidence.“I took a trip to Florida State and saw things I’d never seen
before in my life. I said ‘I don’t know what in the hell you guys have going on down here, but I love
it.’ I committed for baseball.“It was my first time with a debit card and free time. I was able to get
into bars and hang out in frats. I had a helluva time. I was really good at enjoying myself. But I
was terrible about going to class and doing the things I needed to as a student-athlete or as a
productive member of society. I had a great time. But also dug myself a pretty big hole.“I was
hanging by a few threads in school. I was doing all right pitching. But I missed football. Over the
fence next to the baseball field was the football practice field. All day I’d hear whistles and
helmets banging.“Rick Trickett, the offensive line coach, would ride his Harley literally right up to
our dugout. He’d shout, ‘Where the hell is Kyle Long? Why isn’t he out here playing football?’ I
would just hide in the outfield and hope he didn’t see me.“I knew I had made the wrong decision.
I knew in my heart of hearts. I think I was running from it.“During Christmas break I was at a bar
with a couple of buddies. I had a few drinks. I decided to drive home. I got pulled over for DUI. It
was stupid. I spent the night in jail. It was all over the news the next day. Everything was Howie
Long’s son this, Howie Long’s son that. I had done a poor job of representing my family and
myself.“Florida State said they had a get-out-of-jail card they could use once every ten years,
and they were going to try to use it for me. I told them not to. I told them it would be a waste. I
wasn’t ready.“I stayed home and fell into a deep depression. I lost my girlfriend and a lot of
friends by doing stupid things and continuing to regress. So I decided to enter a treatment



facility.“I spent a year-and-a-half as an inpatient and outpatient. I needed somebody to help me
figure out what’s going on. I got to decide where I wanted to go after the inpatient treatment. I
thought, ‘What’s the farthest place from where I grew up, where it’s sunny and warm, and there
are pretty girls?’ I saw a place in Newport Beach, California. I decided I’d go there.“Just listening
to stories there, I thought, ‘Guys, I’m pretty fucked up. But you guys are as fucked up as they
come.’ But they were the ones who picked me up and put me back on my feet. They’d say, ‘What
are you doing here working at a surf shop making skateboards all day? Go to college.’“So I went
to Saddleback Community College and got hooked up with Coach Mark McElroy. I remember
walking into his office, and he gave me a look like, ‘Where the hell have you been?’“He’s
clueless. He doesn’t know who I am or what I’ve done. But he accepts me as one of his own. He
treats me like he would treat anybody else. To me, that was worth millions. I wasn’t Howie’s kid. I
wasn’t Chris’s brother. People had no idea who I was. It was a therapeutic release for me to be
part of a team. Being around guys working toward a common goal.“Coach Mac asked me what I
wanted to do. I didn’t mention any O-line stuff. I went out there and played. I told him I wanted to
chase quarterbacks around. I didn’t want to learn an offense. I just wanted to come off the ball
and beat the hell out of people. It was counterintuitive to what my thought process was in high
school.“I was a disruptive force when I was out there. But I was a D-coordinator’s nightmare. We
played a 3-3-5 defense, and I had two-gap responsibility. But I was always shooting gaps. It
would mess up what the linebackers were doing.“My mom would fly out from Virginia to watch all
my games. I remember feeling like, why is she coming to my games when I’m on the sideline all
the time?“I went out for baseball that spring. I figured I’d never get to Division I in football. At the
first day of tryouts I hit nine or ten home runs on ten pitches. My arm was rested and felt like a
rocket launcher.“But I was lax in my academics. When the grades came out, I was academically
ineligible. It turned out to be a blessing. I had the whole spring to workout and train.“At the end of
my first year, Coach Mac said, ‘All right. Since you guys aren’t going to play him on defense,
we’re going to put him in a package at the goal line where he’s an extra tight end. We’re just
going to pound the ball.’“I’d come off the ball and just try to light up the D-end. And I even caught
a touchdown pass in my first game.“Then I started playing left tackle. It was like riding a bike. I
don’t know why I didn’t play O-line in the first place. I excelled. It gave me an opportunity to get
on the field. I was super excited about it.“It was awesome.”There is a lot to be said for structure. It
lends to a sense of mastery. That appeals to some, though generally not to defensive
linemen.Nick Mangold was the first center taken in the 2006 draft. He was one of two offensive
linemen—along with D’Brickashaw Ferguson—taken by one team in the first round. He is an All-
Pro, selected seven times for the Pro Bowl.His ordered thinking kept him off the defense.NICK
MANGOLD, Center, New York Jets, 2006–Present:“I started playing in third grade. There were
always weight limits on who could carry the ball. I was always above that. There was never any
chance I would carry the ball, so that never even got into my mind.“In seventh grade I was a
guard or tackle on our junior high team. Our center broke his hand. The coaches asked if anyone
could snap. And I said, ‘I don’t know. I’ll try.’ So they said. ‘All right. You’re our center.’ And I’ve



been a center ever since.“Our school wasn’t that big, so I got to play a little D-tackle. It was fun.
But I enjoyed the offensive line much more.“I guess it’s just my personality. I love being able to
know what I’m supposed to do, where on defense you have to react as things change. It’s
probably a control thing. I much prefer to be the one who is in control and to know this is what
we’re doing. This is how we’re going to get there, and this is how we’re going to do it.”NICK
MANGOLD: He realized from a young age the offensive line is where he belongs. And he’s
proven it as a fixture as the Jets’ center for ten years, becoming a four-time All-Pro with seven
trips to the Pro Bowl.Photo courtesy of the New York Jets.Ryan Diem was a big contributor in
Indianapolis, starting 150 games for us, and playing on our Super Bowl championship team. He
graduated with a degree in mechanical engineering. He’s very smart.Turns out, his father is
too.RYAN DIEM, Right Guard, Right Tackle, Indianapolis Colts 2001–11:“In third grade, when I
was eight years old—I remember it like it was yesterday—my dad asked me if I wanted to play
football on a team, for real. I lived in Texas at the time. Obviously football is big down there. He
said that he’d be my coach. I thought, ‘Cool, dad’s going to be the coach.’“In Texas, even at that
age level, there’s a draft for eight-year-olds in this league. You go through a combine. Coaches
take notes on everybody, and they have an actual draft. And since my dad was the coach, I was
protected. I could be on his team. But I still went through everything.“He put together a nice little
roster. And I’m thinking maybe this is my chance to toss the ball around a little bit. Then he made
me an offensive lineman.“I think he knew early on that being a receiver wasn’t going to be in my
future. My hands weren’t so great. I was always one of the biggest kids in my class. So offensive
line was kind of a natural fit for me. I started out playing center. To this day I think I probably was
the tallest center to play third-grade ball in Plano, Texas. But at least it was an opportunity to
touch the ball.“When you’re destined for the offensive line, that’s where you’re headed, whether
it’s a coach putting you there or your own dad.”Mike Munchak came to Penn State in 1978 as a
player without a position. Like most others, in his youth he preferred to be anywhere other than
the O-line. A recruiter from another school, who would later go on to his own great NFL coaching
career, would see through the young man’s preference telling him, ‘You’re an offensive lineman.’
Munchak doubted it. But it didn’t take Joe Paterno long to see it either.Good thing. Paterno
started Mike on his way to becoming a ten-time All-Pro, a nine-time Pro Bowl selection, a
member of the NFL’s All Decade Team of the 1980s, and enshrined in the Pro Football Hall of
Fame.MIKE MUNCHAK, Left Guard, Houston Oilers, 1982–1993; Offensive Line Coach,
Tennessee Oilers/Titans 1997–2010; Head Coach, Tennessee Titans 2011–2013; Offensive
Line Coach, Pittsburgh Steelers 2014–Present:“I said in my Hall of Fame speech, I had no plan
to be an offensive lineman. It was the furthest thing from my mind. No one ever goes out in the
backyard and emulates an offensive lineman. It’s someone sacking the quarterback, throwing
the pass, catching the pass, or breaking the tackle. It’s never the offensive lineman.“When I was
in high school, I played some defensive end and linebacker. I was a tight end initially on offense.
Then they thought I blocked well, so my coach stuck me at fullback so I could lead the plays. We
had a really good running back. That’s where I started making a name for myself, I guess. I had a



knack for blocking. When they moved me, I didn’t realize that a fullback is just a pulling guard
who is leading the play.“Colleges started to recruit me. I realized maybe I could get a
scholarship. I was a middle-of-the-road recruit, not the Parade All-American kind of guy. I hadn’t
grown into my body. I didn’t lift weights. I had no idea what I was going to be. When schools
recruited me they recruited me as a player. But I thought I was more slanted toward
defense.“Tom Coughlin was an assistant coach at Syracuse at the time. He was a relentless
recruiter just like he’s a relentless coach. He was the first one to say to me, ‘You know what
position you’re going to play, don’t you?’‘No,’ I said.‘Offensive line.’“I was thinking, ‘Yeah, right.
Are you kidding? No way.’“He said, ‘Your lower body, the size of those legs, your butt. All that is
built for an offensive lineman.’“I just kind of blew it off. I never really thought about it after he said
it. I chose Penn State because I thought if I want to go to a national power team that’s where I
wanted to go. They never really said where they were going to play me, though I think they knew
I’d wind up on the offensive line. But they didn’t want to tell me.“I walked into the first meeting as
a defensive player. I had that mind-set that I was a defensive guy, maybe a linebacker. I sat down
and waited for my playbook. But I didn’t get one. They told me and four other guys to go over to
the offense. I asked the coach what position I’d be playing, and he said tight end.“We actually
went out that day and ran some routes. I ran two. So that night I studied all my assignments.
Then the next day I got a note to see Coach Paterno.“I said, ‘Coach, what’s up?’“He said, ‘Turn
your book in. We’re moving you over to defense.’‘Really? Defense? What happened? I thought I
was playing tight end.’‘You can’t play tight end.’‘But, coach, I only ran two routes.’‘Exactly.’“He
told me I was headed for the D-line. I said that I’d like to play outside backer. He said in the
spring they’d give me a chance to play where I wanted to play.“So I was over there playing with
Bruce Clark and Matt Millen for about a week. I knew there was no way in heck I could play that
position. I was too small. I wasn’t developed yet.“So Joe called me in again. He said, ‘We have a
shortage on the offensive line. We’re moving you there right now.’ He told me I would play in the
games on special teams, but he wanted me on the scout team as an offensive tackle. He said
again I could try to play where I wanted in the spring.“The last thing I wanted to do was play on
the offensive line. I always looked at it as the last stop. You can’t do anything else. You’re not fast
enough to play D-line. You’re not a good enough athlete, so you go over to the O-line. That’s
what I thought then.“Then I grew. Dan Riley was the strength coach. He did a phenomenal job
with me. I started to gain weight. I was going against Clark and Millen, who were All-Americans,
in practice. I started liking the position. I was smaller than everybody else, but I really liked what I
was doing.“We got to spring ball and they wanted me to play center. I had probably gained
twenty-five pounds from when I had arrived. I really liked it. After seven or eight practices I
thought maybe I could start. Then they moved me to guard. I got into a competition with the guys.
I ended up starting.“Once I started playing on the O-line, I took a whole different view. When you
start having success, you start to like the teamwork, communicating and working with others,
and figuring out how you are going to block a certain guy.“And I like working in the shadows. I like
just doing my job and not worrying about all the fuss that comes with being good at your job. The



offensive line is a good spot for that. So it fit my personality. And it fit with the physical tools I was
given. It just took me a while to figure that out.“But I didn’t want to believe it when I heard from
Coach Coughlin.”MIKE MUNCHAK: The current Steelers offensive line coach started his football
life as a fullback. But he was meant to play guard, becoming one of the best ever on his road to
the Pro Football Hall of Fame, shown here playing on the Houston Oilers’ offensive line next to
another great, Bruce Matthews.Photo courtesy of the Tennessee Titans.Even after going to the
University of Wisconsin as an offensive lineman, the defense beckoned Joe Thomas. But
ultimately he had the good sense to stay put. Why not?He has the classic body type—6'7'' and
310 pounds, strength, arm length—with the athletic ability, character, and intellect to be the
exceptional O-lineman he is. He has been honored in each of his nine years in the league as an
All-Pro and Pro Bowl selection.JOE THOMAS, Left Tackle, Cleveland Browns, 2007–Present:“I
always loved football. I grew up in Wisconsin. The Packers were as much a religion as they were
a team out there. Everybody grew up loving the Packers and I couldn’t have been a bigger fan.
My friends who played made it sound like so much fun.“But as a young boy I didn’t play football.
Even though I was far and away bigger, faster, and stronger than everyone else I’d play with, my
mom worried that I’d get hurt.“So I played soccer. I was pretty decent at it. I made the select
team in the area as the goalie. We won two state championships. But I loved football so much. It
took some begging. Finally, when I turned twelve and was going into seventh grade, I convinced
her that soccer was more dangerous than football.“So I went out for the team. At that time they
let you choose a position. Everyone wants to carry the ball, so I told them I wanted to be a
fullback. So I played fullback and defensive end. I was a pretty good fullback, but I was like 6'3''
and 140 pounds, so I was really tall and skinny. The coach had foresight, and by the time I got to
eighth grade he thought I should change positions. So he moved me to tight end. In high school I
played tight end and defensive end.“But it wasn’t until my senior season that college coaches
who recruited me said they wanted to move me to tackle in college. I was 6'7'' and weighed 250
pounds. They said I had great feet, I could move, and that I had the height. They said they’d put
the weight on the frame.“I was excited to make the move. Our high school team hardly ever
threw the ball, so the tight end was basically a tackle with wings. Moving to tackle was okay with
me. As a true freshman at Wisconsin I was a backup left tackle. In short yardage situations I went
in as a jumbo tight end.“Then in the last game of the year before the Music City Bowl against
Auburn, we lost two defensive ends to ACL tears. Auburn had Ronnie Brown, Cadillac Williams,
and Marcus McNeill. All they did was run the ball. Everyone on their offensive line was 6'5'' and
340 pounds. Our defensive end who was the next man in after the injuries was 6'2'' and 245
pounds.“Our coaches thought we weren’t going to be able to hold up in the game. So they had
what was almost an open tryout during bowl practice. They said, ‘Hey Joe, you played defensive
end in high school, right? Why don’t you go out there and try it?’“So I went out there and actually
did really well. Nobody could block me. I weighed about 285 at the time. I was pretty quick,
explosive, and pretty strong. The knowledge I picked up playing offense helped me as a
defensive end. So after one practice, they told me I was full-time on defense for the bowl game. I



started and played the whole game.“Fast forward to my junior year, we were getting ready to play
Auburn again in the Citrus Bowl. The coaches asked if I‘d like to try playing both ways again. I
told them I’d love to. I had a great time playing defensive end the year before. It’s like being a kid
again. It’s so easy and so much fun. There’s nothing to learn. There are no schemes. You chase
the ball. I was excited.“So I ended up playing ten or fifteen snaps. I was going after the ballcarrier
from behind. I stepped in a weird way—there was no contact. I planted wrong and tore my ACL.
That was the end of my defensive career.“I felt like I was pretty good at defensive end. But I knew
I wasn’t fast enough to be a top five, first-round pick. As a junior I had put my name into the
organization that gives you feedback about your draft possibilities. They had told me I would be
the first or second offensive tackle taken. At that point I knew if I was going to make it a career it
would have to be as an offensive tackle.”Once on the offensive line, the player becomes a true
believer. He can influence others to take the less popular road. One of the greats steered Kyle
Turley off the defensive ledge and onto the O-line without even knowing he was doing it.KYLE
TURLEY:“I wound up on the offensive side of the football because of an individual, not because I
chose it.I was a defensive lineman and had never experienced the offensive side of the ball. I
went to San Diego State where they recruited me as a defensive end and an outside linebacker.
I weighed 230 pounds—the prototypical defensive end, fast and athletic.“I redshirted my
freshmen year and played on the scout team as both an offensive and defensive player. I was
going back and forth between offensive coaches and defensive coaches.“On offense, I was just
doing what the coaches told me to do. They’d show you a card and say this is where you block
and who you block. But as scout team participants, we weren’t in individual drills. We had
assigned drills, but they didn’t want us to have anything to do with the team except to be test
dummies for the plays.“But we didn’t have a winning season, so they fired the coach. Ted Tollner
became the new head coach and brought a new staff with him. I’ll never forget the first team
meeting we had. We didn’t split up between offense and defense. Everybody was in the meeting.
Each coach introduced himself.“The defensive line coach introduced himself and described his
background. It didn’t add up to what I was looking for qualifications-wise as a coach. He didn’t
necessarily have what I was looking for as a mentor. Then it was the offensive line coach’s
turn.“He introduced himself. As soon as he opened his mouth and started talking, immediately,
like a magnet, it pulled me right to him. When he starts talking, you start listening. He’s one of
those guys who commands attention. It’s the way he talks. He talks to you in a in a man-to-man
way. It’s not, ‘I’ve played seventeen years in the NFL, All-Pro everything.’ It’s more like you’ve
known him for years. There was no tension.After every coach had introduced himself, Coach
Tollner said, ‘I don’t care where you guys go or what meeting you go to from this meeting. You go
to where you want to play football and where you think we can get the most out of you. That’s all
we want. We’ll figure it out from there.’“Up to that point I was dead set that I would establish
myself as a defensive end. I didn’t necessarily like some of the things about being an offensive
player in that you were kind of confined to what it is that you could do and where you could go.
Otherwise you risk screwing up a play. And I didn’t like that pressure or aspect of it. I wasn’t that



interested, and it didn’t do it for me like defense did.“I wanted to be free, have fun, and go after
the football. That was where I was really drawn initially. My heroes growing up were Howie Long,
Merlin Olsen, and Jack Youngblood. I just loved the aggressive nature and violence of football,
going after and getting the guy with the ball. I didn’t want to sit there in a confined box really
having to think so much all the time. You could let it all out without restriction.“And by that time I
had made the decision that I wanted to make it in the NFL. I had gotten a scholarship, just like
my high school coach said I would. I couldn’t discount the chance to reach the NFL, because
what people had predicted for me had come true. Everything was lining up. I couldn’t deny the
signs and the opportunity.“But I thought if I want to play defensive line, I’d have to help myself,
that I’d be on my own a lot. The defensive line coach didn’t necessarily look as if he had real
good skill at coaching or caring about players the way this other guy did.“So I was standing in
the quad outside the meeting rooms that night, literally, as everybody was going into them. I was
looking back and forth. I wanted so badly to go to the defense because I loved that aspect of
football, that aggressive nature.“But the offensive line coach was just magnetic. I decided then
and there, and walked into the offense’s room. He really ultimately made that decision for me.
That was it.“The offensive line coach was Ed White.”Tony Boselli was born to play left tackle. But
he wanted to be the second coming of John Elway. A legendary high school coach extinguished
the aspiration, redirecting the young player. The coach managed the change gently.I loved
watching Boselli play. It is a terrible misfortune that a severe shoulder injury cut his career short.
Had it not, he would have been a lock to enter the Hall of Fame. He was not only an All-Pro and
Pro Bowler, he is a member of the NFL’s All-Decade Team of the 1990s and was voted the NFL
Alumni Offensive Lineman of the Year for 1998. He was the first player selected by the
Jacksonville Jaguars in their inaugural draft.So his high school coach knew what he was
doing.TONY BOSELLI, Left Tackle, Jacksonville Jaguars 1995-2001:“I loved the game. I played
it constantly. I was nine years old when I first played organized football. Before that it was always
in the backyard. I wanted to have the ball. So I wanted to be a quarterback or a running back or
play defense. At that age when they asked what position you wanted to play, no one would run to
the offensive line and say, ‘I can’t wait to play that position.’“The first time I played the offensive
line was the Pop Warner-type football. I was obviously bigger than most of the kids. I was tall
when I was younger, but I was also too heavy to touch the ball. So I played linebacker and
offensive line. I played the line because I wanted to be on the field but couldn’t play another
position on offense. I couldn’t touch the ball, so that’s what you had to play. On defense I loved
playing linebacker.“Once you got to eighth and ninth grade, you could play any position you
wanted to try out for. I thought I was going to be a quarterback. I grew up in Boulder, Colorado,
and loved the Broncos and John Elway. So I played quarterback my eighth- and ninth-grade
years in school.“The summer before my tenth-grade year, I was planning on playing quarterback.
I went to all the camps with the team. I was going to be the sophomore quarterback. I showed up
for practice. I went to Fairview High School, where Sam Pagano was the head coach. His sons
are Chuck Pagano, the head coach for the Colts and John, who is the Chargers’ defensive



coordinator. Sam is a legendary high school coach in Colorado.“So I showed up and told him I
was going to go out for quarterback. And literally—I betcha it wasn’t ten minutes into practice—I
see Sam come walking over to me. I was scared to death of him.“He says, ‘Hey.’‘Yes sir?’‘We’re
going to move you to tight end because we think that’s where you’ll play more and get more
opportunity. It’s best for the team and will be really good for you.’“Little did I know he was slowly
starting to make the transition to move me to offensive tackle. I think he was afraid if he pushed
me to offensive tackle right away that I would be too upset, so he figured he’d ease me in.“And
so in high school, my junior year, the first time I really played organized school football as an
offensive lineman, I played right tackle. I wanted to play, and that was the position that gave me
the best chance to be on the field. I was up for it. I played defense too. My senior year I played
both. I liked both. Defense was fun because you got to run around and hit people.“I don’t know
what happened or how it happened. But at some point I began taking a lot of pride in the fact
that as an offensive lineman, I can dominate a guy or block really well, and that I would be
responsible for the success we had. As soon as the colleges started calling me and recruiting
me as an offensive lineman, that’s what I focused on.“So I took pride in it. But I’m not going to lie.
I never wanted to do it before. My oldest son, who is a big kid, has always realized he’s an
offensive lineman. He’s at Florida State now. He doesn’t want to play defense, and he’s a good
player. He just wants to play on the offensive line. That was so foreign to me.“The rest is history.
Whenever I see Coach Pagano he reminds me that I owe him everything, because otherwise I’d
be doing something else.“I sure wasn’t going to make it to college or the NFL playing
quarterback.”Boselli was a natural. Others are transformed. An NFL offensive lineman fast
enough to have competed in the Michigan State High School Track Championships in the 200
meters is rare. But Joe Staley did just that. So he had a legitimate claim to being a receiver.But
necessity uprooted his plans. His college coaches put him on a path leading him to left tackle for
the 49ers and toward becoming All-Pro and a Pro Bowl player.JOE STALEY, Left Tackle San
Francisco 49ers 2007–Present:“I came to Central Michigan as a tight end. I was always fast. I
was a sprinter on the track team in high school. I’d finished sixth in the state in the 200 meters. I
was the second tight end, but we ran a lot of two tight end sets, so I got to play. But I was only
about 215 or 220 pounds. I was 6'6'' tall. So I played a lot my true freshman year. But our team
was pretty bad. The head coach ended up getting fired. Brian Kelly came there before going to
Cincinnati and Notre Dame.“I was very excited. I knew what he had done at Grand Valley State. I
knew all about the offense he ran. I was excited. I was about to get 50, 60 catches a year. I was
going to be this big star and was going to be the guy on the team who was going to get all the
touchdowns and get all the girls.“So I was pumped up. I really wanted to make a good
impression on him. For the first two weeks I was trying my hardest to run as fast as I could and
run as many stretch routes as I could. I’d gained weight to get to 240 pounds. I was getting
tossed around a little bit my freshman year, but I was a good pass catcher. I figured I’d be better
at blocking, but still fast enough to be a receiver. I was feeling really good. I worked hard to gain
the weight the right way. I thought everything was going good.
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Anal Auger, “A very fun read. I was expecting a bit more technical .... A very fun read. I was
expecting a bit more technical information on offensive line play, but the book was nonetheless a
very enjoyable and informative read. The way the author has set up the book, it reads like you
are in a room with a bunch of former and current offensive linemen having a discussion that is
guided through a wide range of offensive line topics from making the team through to trying to
block Bruce Smith. It was really cool to read the thoughts of greats like Randy Cross and Mike
Munchak; current stars like Joe Staley and Evan Mathis, and recent standouts like Jeff Saturday.
While I think this books mostly would appeal to the more nerdy football fans, I think even casual
fans would appreciate it because there are a vast number of funny stories and interesting
anecdotes that counterbalance the technical offensive line jargon.”

Mary Kay Payne, “Smartest Guys in Football. Great read for any football fan - an amazing inside
look at the unsung heroes of the game. The book is a mix of Howard Mudd's career memories
mixed in with interviews from some of the best in the game - past and present (Nick Hardwick,
Jackie Slater). The book is a mix of technical football insights and player stories. Very
enjoyable. It will remind all of us who play fantasy football who we really have to thank for those
high scoring quarterbacks and runningbacks. I have always heard from people who really know
the game that offensive linemen are the smartest in the game - and this book outlines why this is
true.  Enjoy!”

Sarah Y, “Insightful, instructive, and seriously freaking funny!!. Wow, this book was more than I
bargained for, insightful, instructive, and seriously freaking funny. As the just slightly more than
casual football fan I found this read fascinating and engrossing. I've never played the game
(apart from flag football in college) but this book allowed me to gain a new perspective and
understanding on what the offensive line actually does. Not to mention the hilarious stories! I
have my own ebook copy, but just gifted two to my Dad and Brother as an early Christmas
present! I can't recommend enough!”

Harvey L. Goldhammer, “A Must for the True Fan to Understand How the Pro Offensive Line
Works Together. I played high school and college football and I thought I understood the game.
But the pro game is far more complex. Howard Mudd, one of the great offensive linemen and
NFL line coaches, and Richard Lister, write an engaging book, with interviews from numerous
All-Pro linemen, as to what it takes to be a dominant offensive lineman and how the offensive
line works together. Upon reading this book, I realized how important a quality offensive line
coach is to the success of an NFL offense, and how important it is to get the right style linemen
for the system you want to run.  This book is a must for the serious football fan.”

Mary S. Rogers, “A Football Book and More!. I enjoy watching football, but don't really know too



much about it. So I learned a lot reading this book, but what I most enjoyed was the stories of the
players themselves. What interesting people! The book is well written, telling of the career of
Howard Mudd along while weaving in other important o-line players who he played with or
coached; and theircontributions to the game. Even if you are just a casual fan you will enjoy this
book. A serious fan will love it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It was still a good read.. The book was very interesting as it was written
from various viewpoints of former NFL Offensive linemen. I did, however, order the book in
hopes that Howard Mudd would include more of his teaching techniques in areas such as,
trapping, zone blocking both the even and odd fronts, initial steps, the fit into the
defender,,finishing the block and blocking at the second level. It was still a good read.”

C. E. Cole, “Great read. Great book! Haven't laughed so much since reading "Fatso" by old Art
Donovan. This makes it pretty clear how college isn't preparing the NFL O linemen these days.
Glad I got this book.  Great quotes from some of the best O linemen to ever play in the NFL.”

The book by Howard Mudd has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 65 people have provided feedback.
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